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33. (US20180343755) DISPLAY DEVICE AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE INCLUDING THE SAME

Note: Text based on automatic Optical Character Recognition processes. Please use the PDF version for legal
matters

      This application claims priority to Korean Patent Application No. 10-2017-0065592, filed on May 26, 2017, and all the benefits accruing therefrom under
35 U.S.C. § 119, the content of which in its entirety is herein incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND
1. Technical

      Exemplary embodiments relate generally to a display device and an electronic device having the display device. More particularly, embodiments of the
invention relate to a pixel and a display device including the pixel.

2. Description of the Related Art
      An electronic device such as a smart phone, a tablet personal computer (“PC”) provides various functions by displaying an image on a screen.
Generally, a display device included in the electronic device for displaying the image may include a display area and a bezel area that surrounds the
display area. Recently, a study for diversifying application of the display device by reducing or deleting the bezel area is studying.

SUMMARY
      Exemplary embodiments relate to a bezel-less display device.

      Exemplary embodiments relate to an electronic device including a bezel-less display device.

      According to an exemplary embodiment of the invention, a display device may include: a window panel including a front area and side areas extending
from the front area; and a flexible display panel disposed under the window panel, where the flexible display panel includes a flat display area
corresponding to the front area and flexible display areas extending from the flat display area. In such an embodiment, the flat display area has a rounded
vertex.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the flat display area may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the flexible display areas of the flexible display panel may correspond to the side areas of the window panel, respectively.

      In an exemplary embodiment, each of the flat display areas may have a rectangular shape.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the flexible display panel may include a first flexible display area extending from the flat display area in a horizontal
direction, a second flexible display area extending from the flat display area in the horizontal direction, a third flexible display area extending form the flat
display area in a vertical direction, and a fourth flexible display area extending form the flat display area in the vertical direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the first flexible display area and the third flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other, the third flexible
display area and the second flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other, the second flexible display area and the fourth flexible display area
may be spaced apart from each other, and the fourth flexible display area and the first flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other.

      In an exemplary embodiment, a length of the first flexible display area in the vertical direction and a length of the second flexible display area in the
vertical direction may be shorter than a length of the flat display area in the vertical direction, and a length of the third flexible display area in the horizontal
direction and a length of the fourth flexible display area in the horizontal direction may be shorter than a length of the flat display area in the horizontal
direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the front area of the window panel may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded.

      In an exemplary embodiment, each of the side areas of the window panel may have a rectangular shape.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the window panel may include a first side area extending from the front area in a horizontal direction, a second side area
extending from the front area in the horizontal direction, a third side area extending from the front area in a vertical direction, and a fourth side area
extending from the front area in the vertical direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the first side area and the third side area may be spaced apart from each other, third side area and the second side area
may be spaced apart from each other, the second side area and the fourth side area may be spaced apart from each other, and the fourth side area and the
first side area may be spaced apart from each other.

      In an exemplary embodiment, a length of the first side area in the vertical direction and a length of the side area in the vertical direction may be shorter
than a length of the front area in the vertical direction, and a length of third side area in the horizontal direction and a length of the fourth side area in the
horizontal direction may be shorter than a length of the front area in the horizontal direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member including a protrusion region combined with the vertex of the
front area, and flat regions combined with the first side area, the second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area, respectively.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the first side area and the third side area may be coupled to each other, the third side area and the second side area may
be coupled to each other, the second side area and the fourth side area may be coupled to each other, and the fourth side area and the first side area may
be coupled to each other.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member including a flat region combined with the first side area, the
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second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member combined with the window panel and the flexible display
panel.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member combined with the flexible display panel.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member combined with the window panel.

      According to another exemplary embodiment of the invention, an electronic device may include a display device and a processor which controls the
display device. In such an embodiment, the display device includes: a window panel including a front area and side areas extending form the front area;
and a flexible display panel disposed under the window panel, where the flexible display panel includes a flat display area corresponding to the front area
and flexible display areas extending from the flat display area. In such an embodiment, the flat display area has a rounded vertex.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the flat display area may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the flexible display areas of the flexible display panel may correspond to the side areas of the window panel, respectively.

      In an exemplary embodiment, each of the flat display areas may have a rectangular shape.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the flexible display panel may include a first flexible display area extending from the flat display area in a horizontal
direction, a second flexible display area extending from the flat display area in the horizontal direction, a third flexible display area extending form the flat
display area in a vertical direction, and a fourth flexible display area extending form the flat display area in the vertical direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the first flexible display area and the third flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other, the third flexible
display area and the second flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other, the second flexible display area and the fourth flexible display area
may be spaced apart from each other, and the fourth flexible display area and the first flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other.

      In an exemplary embodiment, a length of the first flexible display area in the vertical direction and a length of the second flexible display area in the
vertical direction may be shorter than a length of the flat display area in the vertical direction, and a length of the third flexible display area in the horizontal
direction and a length of the fourth flexible display area in the horizontal direction may be shorter than a length of the flat display area in the horizontal
direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the front area of the window panel may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded.

      In an exemplary embodiment, each of the side areas of the window panel may have a rectangular shape.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the window panel may include a first side area extending from the front area in a horizontal direction, a second side area
extending from the front area in the horizontal direction, a third side area extending from the front area in a vertical direction, and a fourth side area
extending from the front area in the vertical direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the first side area and the third side area may be spaced apart from each other, third side area and the second side area
may be spaced apart from each other, the second side area and the fourth side area may be spaced apart from each other, and the fourth side area and the
first side area may be spaced apart from each other.

      In an exemplary embodiment, a length of the first side area in the vertical direction and a length of the side area in the vertical direction may be shorter
than a length of the front area in the vertical direction, and a length of third side area in the horizontal direction and a length of the fourth side area in the
horizontal direction may be shorter than a length of the front area in the horizontal direction.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member including a protrusion region combined with the vertex of the
front area, and flat regions combined with the first side area, the second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area, respectively.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the first side area and the third side area may be coupled to each other, the third side area and the second side area may
be coupled to each other, the second side area and the fourth side area may be coupled to each other, and the fourth side area and the first side area may
be coupled to each other.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member including a flat region combined with the first side area, the
second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member combined with the window panel and the flexible display
panel.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member combined with the flexible display panel.

      In an exemplary embodiment, the display device may further include a back-side member combined with the window panel.

      Therefore, embodiments a display device and an electronic device having the display device may not include a bezel by including a flexible display
panel that includes a flat display area and flexible display areas extending from the flat display area and bent.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
      The above and other features of the invention will become more apparent by describing in detailed exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to
the accompanying drawings, in which:

       FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a display device according to an exemplary embodiment;

       FIG. 2A is a diagram illustrating a window panel included in the display device of FIG. 1;

       FIG. 2B is a diagram illustrating a flexible display panel included in the display device of FIG. 1;

       FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device;

       FIGS. 4 and 5 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device;

       FIGS. 6 and 7 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device;

       FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a display device according to an alternative exemplary embodiment;

       FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating a window panel included in the display device of FIG. 8;



       FIG. 9B is a diagram illustrating a flexible display panel included in the display device of FIG. 8;

       FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device;

       FIGS. 11 and 12 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device;

       FIGS. 13 and 14 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device;

       FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device according to an exemplary embodiment; and

       FIGS. 16 and 17 are views illustrating an exemplary embodiment in which the electronic device of FIG. 15 is implemented as a smart phone.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
      The invention now will be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which various embodiments are shown.
This invention may, however, be embodied in many different forms, and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather,
these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to those skilled in the
art. Like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout.

      It will be understood that when an element is referred to as being “on” another element, it can be directly on the other element or intervening elements
may be therebetween. In contrast, when an element is referred to as being “directly on” another element, there are no intervening elements present.

      It will be understood that, although the terms “first,” “second,” “third” etc. may be used herein to describe various elements, components, regions, layers
and/or sections, these elements, components, regions, layers and/or sections should not be limited by these terms. These terms are only used to
distinguish one element, component, region, layer or section from another element, component, region, layer or section. Thus, “a first element,”
“component,” “region,” “layer” or “section” discussed below could be termed a second element, component, region, layer or section without departing from
the teachings herein.

      The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting. As used herein, the singular
forms “a,” “an,” and “the” are intended to include the plural forms, including “at least one,” unless the content clearly indicates otherwise. “Or” means
“and/or.” As used herein, the term “and/or” includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. It will be further understood that
the terms “comprises” and/or “comprising,” or “includes” and/or “including” when used in this specification, specify the presence of stated features, regions,
integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, regions, integers,
steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.

      Furthermore, relative terms, such as “lower” or “bottom” and “upper” or “top,” may be used herein to describe one element's relationship to another
element as illustrated in the Figures. It will be understood that relative terms are intended to encompass different orientations of the device in addition to the
orientation depicted in the Figures. For example, if the device in one of the figures is turned over, elements described as being on the “lower” side of other
elements would then be oriented on “upper” sides of the other elements. The exemplary term “lower,” can therefore, encompasses both an orientation of
“lower” and “upper,” depending on the particular orientation of the figure. Similarly, if the device in one of the figures is turned over, elements described as
“below” or “beneath” other elements would then be oriented “above” the other elements. The exemplary terms “below” or “beneath” can, therefore,
encompass both an orientation of above and below.

      Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of
ordinary skill in the art to which this disclosure belongs. It will be further understood that terms, such as those defined in commonly used dictionaries,
should be interpreted as having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning in the context of the relevant art and the disclosure, and will not be
interpreted in an idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.

      Exemplary embodiments are described herein with reference to cross section illustrations that are schematic illustrations of idealized embodiments. As
such, variations from the shapes of the illustrations as a result, for example, of manufacturing techniques and/or tolerances, are to be expected. Thus,
embodiments described herein should not be construed as limited to the particular shapes of regions as illustrated herein but are to include deviations in
shapes that result, for example, from manufacturing. For example, a region illustrated or described as flat may, typically, have rough and/or nonlinear
features. Moreover, sharp angles that are illustrated may be rounded. Thus, the regions illustrated in the figures are schematic in nature and their shapes
are not intended to illustrate the precise shape of a region and are not intended to limit the scope of the claims.

      Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

       FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a display device according to an exemplary embodiment. FIG. 2A is a diagram illustrating a window panel included in
the display device of FIG. 1, and FIG. 2B is a diagram illustrating a flexible display panel included in the display device of FIG. 1.

      Referring to FIG. 1, an exemplary embodiment of a display device 100 may include a window panel 120 and a flexible display panel 140.

      The window panel 120 may include a front area 121 and side areas 122, 123, 124, 125. The side areas 122, 123, 124, 125 may extend from the front
area 121 and be bent to from a predetermined angle with the front area 121. In one exemplary embodiment, for example, the side areas 122, 123, 124, 125
may form an angle greater than 90 degrees and less than 150 degrees with the front area 121. The front area 121 of the window panel 120 may have a
rounded vertex or a rounded corner. The window panel 120 may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. In an exemplary embodiment, as
shown in FIG. 1, the front area 121 of the window panel 120 may have a rectangular shape, vertexes of which are rounded. The side areas 122, 123, 124,
125 extending from the front area 121 may have a rectangular shape. The side areas 122, 123, 124, 125 may be spaced apart from each other. The window
panel 120 may include a substrate which may be molded from a mixture of a glass fiber and a synthetic resin such as, for example, acryl resin,
polycarbonate (“PC”), and polyethylene terephthalate (“PET”). The window panel 120 may protect the flexible display panel 140 disposed thereunder or
covered thereby.

      The flexible display panel 140 may be disposed under the window panel 120. The flexible display panel 140 may include a flat display area 141 and
flexible display areas (or bendable display areas) 142, 143, 144, 145. The flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 may have a shape
corresponding to that of the front area 121 of the window panel 120. The flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 may have shapes corresponding to those
of the side areas 122, 123, 124, 125, respectively. The flexible display panel 140 may have flexibility. The flexible display panel 140 may be bent. The
flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 may extend from the flat display area 141 and be bent to form a predetermined angle with the flat display area 141.
In one exemplary embodiment, for example, the flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 may form an angle greater than 90 degrees and less than 150
degrees with the flat display area 141. The flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 may have a rounded vertex or a rounded corner. In an
exemplary embodiment, as shown in FIG. 1, the flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 may have a rectangular shape. The flexible display
areas 142, 143, 144, 145 may be spaced apart from each other. A plurality of pixels may be disposed in the flat display area 141 and the flexible display
areas 142, 143, 144, 145 of the flexible display panel 140. The pixels in the flat display area 141 and the flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 may emit
light in response to a signal input to the pixels. Each of the flat display area 141 and the flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 may display an image.

      The window panel 120 may disposed above the flexible display panel 140. The window panel 120 may protect the flexible display panel 140. The
window panel 120 of FIG. 1 may cover the flat display area 141 and the flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 of the flexible display panel 140. In such
an embodiment, the side areas 122, 123, 124, 125 of the window panel 120 may be bent to cover the flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 of the flexible
display panel 140 in a bent state, respectively.

      Referring to FIG. 2A, an exemplary embodiment of the window panel 120 may include the front area 121, a first side area 122, a second side area 123,



a third side area 124 and a fourth side area 125. The first side area 122 and the second side area 123 may extend from the front area 121 in a horizontal
direction HD when the window panel 120 is in an unbent state. The third side area 124 and the fourth side area 125 may extend form the front area 121 in a
vertical direction VD when the window panel 120 is in the unbent state. The front area 121 of the window panel 120 may have a rounded vertex or a
rounded corner.

      The front area 121 of the window panel 120 may have the rectangular shape, a vertex of which is rounded, as shown in FIG. 2A. In an exemplary
embodiment, areas of the window panel 120 except the vertexes thereof may extend from sides of the window panel, thereby defining the first through
fourth side areas 122, 123, 124, 125. In such an embodiment, a length of the first side area 122 in the vertical direction VD and a length of the second side
area 123 in the vertical direction VD may be shorter than a length of the front area 121 in the vertical direction VD, and a length of the third side area 124 in
the horizontal direction HD and a length of the fourth side area 125 in the horizontal direction HD may be shorter than a length of the front area 121 in the
horizontal direction HD. Each of the first side area 122, the second side area 123, the third side area 124 and the fourth side area 125 may be bent
downwardly at a boundary thereof with the front area 121 (shown with a dotted line in FIG. 2A). In such an embodiment, when the window panel 120 is in a
bent state (e.g., in a state where the first through fourth side areas 122, 123, 124, 125 are bent downwardly as shown in FIG. 1), the first side area 122 and
the third side area 124 may be spaced apart from each other, the third side area 124 and the second side area 123 may be spaced apart from each other,
the second side area 123 and the fourth side area 125 may be spaced apart from each other, and the fourth side area 125 and the first side area 122 may
be spaced apart from each other, as shown in FIG. 1. In an exemplary embodiment, the window panel 120 in the unbent state as shown in FIG. 2A may be
manufactured, and then may be bent to form the window panel 120 in the bent state as shown in FIG. 1, but a manufacturing method of the window panel
120 is not limited thereto. In one alternative exemplary embodiment, for example, the window panel 120 may be molded to have a shape corresponding to
the shape of the window panel 120 in the bent state as shown in FIG. 1.

      Referring to FIG. 2B, the flexible display panel 140 may include the flat display area 141, a first flexible display area 142, a second flexible display area
143, a third flexible display area 144 and a fourth flexible display area 145. The first flexible display area 142 and the second flexible display area 143 may
extend from the flat display area 141 in the horizontal direction HD when the flexible display panel 140 is in an unbent state. The third flexible display area
144 and the fourth flexible display area 145 may extend from the flat display area 141 in the vertical direction VD when the flexible display panel 140 is in
the unbent state. The flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 may have a rounded vertex or a rounded corner. The flat display area 141 of the
flexible display panel 140 may have a rectangular shape, vertex of which is rounded as shown in FIG. 2B. Areas of the flexible display panel 140 except the
vertexes thereof may extend to define the first through fourth flexible display area 142, 143, 144, 145, as shown in FIG. 2B. In such an embodiment, a
length of the first flexible display area 142 in the vertical direction VD and a length of the second flexible display area 143 in the vertical direction VD may
be shorter than a length of the flat display area 141 in the vertical direction VD. A length of the third flexible display area 144 in the horizontal direction HD
and a length of the fourth flexible display area 145 in the horizontal direction HD may be shorter than a length of the flat display area 141 in the horizontal
direction HD. Each of the first flexible display area 142, the second flexible display area 143, the third flexible display area 144 and the fourth flexible
display area 145 may be bent at a boundary thereof with the flat display area 141 (shown with a dotted line in FIG. 2B). When the flexible display panel 140
is in a bent state, the first flexible display area 142 and the third flexible display area 144 may be spaced apart from each other, the third flexible display
area 144 and the second flexible display area 143 may be spaced apart from each other, the second flexible display area 143 and the fourth flexible display
area 145 may be spaced apart from each other, and the fourth flexible display area 145 and the first flexible display area 142 may be spaced apart from
each other as shown in FIG. 1. Thus, the display device 100 may not have bezel when viewed from a front plan view. Here, a front side or surface means a
display side or surface of the display device 100

      In an exemplary embodiment of the display device 100, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2A and 2B, the front area 121 of the window panel 120 and the flat
display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 are in the rectangular shape, a vertex of which is rounded, but the shape of the front area 121 of the
window panel 120 and the flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 are not limited thereto. In an exemplary embodiment, the front area 121 of
the window panel 120 and the flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 may be in a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. In one
exemplary embodiment, for example, the front area 121 of the window panel 120 and the flat display area 141 of the flexible display panel 140 may have a
pentagon shape or a hexagon shape.

      In an exemplary embodiment, as described above, the display device 100 may not include a bezel (i.e., a non-display area) when viewed from the front
side, or a bezel-less display device may be effectively manufactured, by including the flexible display panel 140 that includes the flat display area 141, a
vertex of which is rounded, and the flexible display areas 142, 143, 144, 145 extending from the flat display area 141 and bent (e.g., extending downwardly
from the flat display area 141).

       FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device.

      Referring to FIG. 3, an exemplary embodiment of a display device 200 may include a window panel 220 and a flexible display panel 240.

      The window panel 220 may include a front area 221 and side areas 222, 223, 224, 225. The side areas 222, 223, 224, 225 may extend from the front
area 221 and be bent in a predetermined angle, or extend downwardly from the front area 221. The front area 221 of the window panel 220 may have a
rectangular shape, a vertex of which is rounded. The side areas 222, 223, 224, 225 may surround the front area 221. The window panel 220 may include
the front area 221, a first side area 222, a second side area 223, a third side area 224, and a fourth side area 225. The first side area 222 and the second
side area 223 may extend from sides of the front area 221 in a vertical direction. The third side area 224 and the fourth side area 225 may extend from sides
of the front area 221 in a horizontal direction. In such an embodiment, the first side area 222 and the third side area 224 may be coupled (e.g., connected)
to each other. The third side area 224 and the second side area 223 may be coupled to each other. The second side area 223 and the fourth side area 225
may be coupled to each other. The fourth side area 225 and the first side area 222 may be coupled to each other.

      The flexible display panel 240 may be disposed under the window panel 220. The flexible display panel 240 of FIG. 3 may be substantially the same as
the flexible display panel 140 of FIG. 1. The flexible display panel 240 may include a flat display area 241 and flexible display areas 242, 243, 244, 245. The
flexible display panel 240 may have a shape corresponding to that of the front area 221 of the window panel 220. The flexible display area 242, 243, 244,
245 may have shapes corresponding to those the side areas 222, 223, 224, 225 of the window panel 220, respectively. The flexible display areas 242, 243,
244, 245 may extend from sides of the flat display area 241 and be bent to form a predetermined angle with the flat display area 241. The flat display area
241 may have a rectangular shape, vertexes of which are rounded. Each of the flexible display areas 242, 243, 244, 245 may have a rectangular shape. In
such an embodiment, the flexible display areas 242, 245, 244, 245 may be spaced apart from each other. In an exemplary embodiment, as described
above, the flexible display panel 240 may not include a bezel when viewed from the front side by including the flat display area 241 having the rectangular
shape, a vertex of which is rounded, and flexible display areas 242, 243, 244, 245 extending from the flat display area 241 and bent.

      The window panel 220 may be disposed above the flexible display panel 240. The window panel 220 may protect the flexible display panel 240. The
window panel 220 of FIG. 3 may cover the flat display area 241, the flexible display areas 242, 243, 244, 245, and spaces between the flexible display areas
242, 243, 244, 245. Thus, the durability of the display device 200 may be improved.

       FIGS. 4 and 5 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device.

      Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, an exemplary embodiment of a display device 300 may include a window panel 320, a flexible display panel 340, and a
back-side member 360.

      The window panel 320 and the flexible display panel 340 of FIGS. 4 and 5 may correspond to the window panel 120 and the flexible display panel 140
of FIG. 1, respectively. In such an embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the display device 300 may further include the back-side member 360. In some
exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 360 may be combined with the window panel 320 and the flexible display panel 340. In alternative
exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 360 may be combined only with the window panel 320. In other alternative exemplary embodiments, the
back-side member 360 may be combined only with the flexible display panel 340.

      Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, the window panel 320 may include a front area 322 and side areas 324. The front area 322 of the window panel 320 may
have a rectangular shape, vertexes of which are rounded. The side areas 324 may have the rectangular shape and extending from edges of the front area



322, respectively. The side areas 324 may be spaced apart from each other. Concave regions 326 may be defined by the side areas 324 bent from the
front area 322 and spaced apart from each other.

      The flexible display panel 340 may be disposed under the window panel 320. In such an embodiment, the flexible display panel 340 may not include
the bezel by including the flat display area 342, a vertex of which is rounded, and the flexible display areas 344 extending from the edge of the flat display
area 342.

      The back-side member 360 may be disposed under the flexible display panel 340. The back-side member 360 may protect the flexible display panel
340 by being combined with the window panel 320. The back-side member 360 may include protrusion regions 362 and flat regions 364. In such an
embodiment, as shown in FIG. 4, the protrusion regions 362 and the flat regions 364 may extend upwardly from a main body of the back-side member 360.
The protrusion regions 362 may be combined with the concave regions 326 of the window panel 320. The flat regions 364 may be combined with the side
regions 324 of the window panel 320.

      In an exemplary embodiment, as described above, the durability of the display device 300 of FIGS. 4 and 5 may be improved by disposing the flexible
display panel 340 between the window panel 320 and the back-side member 360.

       FIGS. 6 and 7 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device.

      Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7, an exemplary embodiment of a display device 400 may include a window panel 420, a flexible display panel 440, and a
back-side member 460.

      The window panel 420 and the flexible display panel 440 of FIGS. 6 and 7 may correspond to the window panel 220 and the flexible display panel 240
of FIG. 3. In such an embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, the display device 400 may further include the back-side member 460. In some exemplary
embodiments, the back-side member 460 may be combined with (e.g., attached or adhered to) the window panel 420 and the flexible display panel 440. In
alternative exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 460 may be combined only with the window panel 420. In other alternative exemplary
embodiments, the back-side member 460 may be combined only with the flexible display panel 440.

      Referring to FIGS. 6 and 7, the window panel 420 may include a front area 422 and side areas 424. The front area 422 of the window panel may have a
rectangular shape, vertexes of which are rounded. The side areas 424 may be formed by bending an extended portion of the front area 422 of the window
panel 420 downwardly. The side areas 424 may surround the front area 422.

      The flexible display panel 440 may be disposed under the window panel 420. In such an embodiment, the flexible display panel 440 may not include
the bezel by including the flat display area 442, a vertex of which is rounded, and the flexible display areas 444 extending from the edge of the flat display
area 442.

      The back-side member 460 may be disposed under the flexible display panel 440. The back-side member 460 may protect the flexible display panel
440 by being combined with the window panel 420. The back-side member 460 may include flat regions 462. The flat regions 462 may be combined with
the side regions 424 of the window panel 420.

      In such an embodiment, as described above, the durability of the display device 400 of FIGS. 6 and 7 may be improved by disposing the flexible
display panel 440 between the window panel 420 and the back-side member 460.

       FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a display device according to an alternative exemplary embodiment. FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating a window panel
included in the display device of FIG. 8, and FIG. 9B is a diagram illustrating a flexible display panel included in the display device of FIG. 8.

      Referring to FIGS. 8, 9A and 9B, an exemplary embodiment of a display device 500 may include a window panel 520 and a flexible display panel 540.

      The window panel 520 may include a front area 521 and side areas 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527. The front area 521 of the window panel 520 may have
a rounded vertex or a rounded corner. The window panel 520 may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. The front area 521 of the window
panel may have a hexagon shape, vertexes of which are rounded, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 9A. The side areas 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527 extending
from the front area 521 may have a rectangular shape. The side areas 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527 may be spaced apart from each other.

      The flexible display panel 540 may be disposed under the window panel 520. The flexible display panel 540 may include a flat display area 541 and
flexible display areas 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547. The flat display area 541 of the flexible display panel 540 may have a shape corresponding to that of the
front area 521 of the window panel 520. The flexible display areas 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547 may have shapes corresponding to those of the side areas
522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527 of the window panel 520, respectively. The flat display area 541 of the flexible display panel 540 may have a rounded vertex or
a rounded corner. The flat display area 541 may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. The flat display area 541 of the flexible display panel
540 may have a hexagon shape, vertexes of which are rounded, as shown in FIGS. 8 and 9B. The flexible display areas 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547 of the
flexible display panel 540 may have a rectangular shape. The flexible display areas 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547 may be spaced apart from each other. The
flat display area 541 and the flexible display areas 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547 may respectively display images.

       FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating another alternative exemplary of the display device.

      Referring to FIG. 10, a display device 600 may include a window panel 620 and a flexible display panel 640. The window panel 620 may include a front
area 621 and side areas 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, and the flexible display panel 640 may include a flat display area 641 and flexible display areas 642,
643, 644, 645, 646, 647. The display device 600 of FIG. 10 may be substantially the same as the display device 500 of the FIG. 8 except that the side areas
622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627 of the window panel 620 are coupled each other. The window panel 620 of FIG. 10 may cover the flat display area 641, the
flexible display areas 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, and spaces between the flexible display areas 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647. Thus, the durability of the
display device 600 may be improved.

       FIGS. 11 and 12 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device.

      Referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, an exemplary embodiment of a display device 700 may include a window panel 720, a flexible display panel 740, and a
back-side member 760. The window panel 720 and the flexible display panel 740 of FIGS. 11 and 12 may correspond to the window panel 520 and the
flexible display panel 540 of FIG. 8. The display device 700 of FIGS. 11 and 12 may further include the back-side member 760, as shown in FIG. 8.

      In some exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 760 may be combined with the window panel 720 and the flexible display panel 740. In
alternative exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 760 may be combined only with the window panel 720. In other alternative exemplary
embodiments, the back-side member 760 may be combined only with the flexible display panel 740

      Referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, a front area 722 of the window panel 720 may have a hexagon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. The side areas 724
may have the rectangular shape and extend from edges of the front area 722. The side areas 724 may be spaced apart from each other. Concave regions
726 may be defined by the side areas 724 spaced apart from each other.

      The flexible display panel 740 may be disposed under the window panel 720. In such an embodiment, the flexible display panel 740 may not include
the bezel by including the flat display area 742 having the hexagon shape, a vertex of which is rounded, and the flexible display areas 744 extending from
the edge of the flat display area 742.

      The back-side member 760 may be disposed under the flexible display panel 740. The back-side member 760 may protect the flexible display panel



740 by being combined with the window panel 720. The back-side member 760 may include protrusion regions 762 and flat regions 764. The protrusion
regions 762 of the back-side member 760 may be combined with the concave regions 726 of the window panel 720. The flat regions 764 of the back-side
member 760 may be combined with the side areas 724 of the window panel 720.

       FIGS. 13 and 14 are diagrams illustrating another alternative exemplary embodiment of the display device.

      A window panel 820 and a flexible display panel 840 of FIGS. 13 and 14 may correspond to the window panel 620 and flexible display panel 640 of
FIG. 10. The display device 800 of FIGS. 13 and 14 may further include a back-side member 860. In some exemplary embodiments, the back-side member
860 may be combined with the window panel 820 and the flexible display panel 840. In alternative exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 860
may be combined only with the window panel 820. In other alternative exemplary embodiments, the back-side member 860 may be combined only with the
flexible display panel 840.

      Referring to FIGS. 13 and 14, the window panel 820 may include a front area 822 and side areas 824. The front area 822 of the window panel 820 may
have a hexagon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. The side areas 824 may be formed by bending an extended portion of the front area 822 downwardly.
The side area 824 may surround the front area 822.

      The flexible display panel 840 may be disposed under the window panel 820. In such an embodiment, the flexible display panel 840 may not include
the bezel by including the flat display area 842, a vertex of which is rounded, and the flexible display areas 844 extending from the edge of the flat display
area 842 in a downward direction.

      The back-side member 860 may be disposed under the flexible display panel 840. The back-side member 860 may protect the flexible display panel
840 by being combined with the window panel 820. The back-side member 860 may include flat regions 862. The flat regions 862 may be combined with
the side areas 824 of the window panel 820.

       FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic device according to an exemplary embodiment, and FIGS. 16 and 17 are views illustrating an
exemplary embodiment in which the electronic device of FIG. 15 is implemented as a smart phone.

      Referring to FIGS. 15 through 17, an exemplary embodiment of an electronic device 900 may include a processor 910, a memory device 920, a
storage device 930, an input/output (“I/O”) device 940, a power device 950, and a display device 960. Here, the display device 960 may correspond to the
display device 100, 200, 500, 600 of FIGS. 1, 3, 8 and 10. In such an embodiment, the electronic device 900 may further include a plurality of ports for
communicating a video card, a sound card, a memory card, a universal serial bus (“USB”) device, other electronic device, etc. In an exemplary
embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 16 and 17, the electronic device 900 may be implemented as a smart phone 1000, but the type of the electronic device
900 is not limited thereto.

      The processor 910 may perform various computing functions. The processor 910 may be a microprocessor or a central processing unit (“CPU”), etc.
The processor 910 may be coupled to other components via an address bus, a control bus, a data bus, etc. Further, the processor 910 may be coupled to
an extended bus such as surrounded component interconnect (“PCI”) bus. The memory device 920 may store data for operations of the electronic device
900. In one exemplary embodiment, for example, the memory device 920 may include a non-volatile memory device such as an erasable programmable
read-only memory (“EPROM”) device, an electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (“EEPROM”) device, a flash memory device, a phase
change random access memory (“PRAM”) device, a resistance random access memory (“RRAM”) device, a nano floating gate memory (“NFGM”) device, a
polymer random access memory (“PoRAM”) device, a magnetic random access memory (“MRAM”) device, a ferroelectric random access memory
(“FRAM”) device, etc., and/or a volatile memory device such as a dynamic random access memory (“DRAM”) device, a static random access memory
(“SRAM”) device, a mobile DRAM device, etc. The storage device 930 may be a solid stage drive (“SSD”) device, a hard disk drive (“HDD”) device, a
compact disc read-only memory (“CD-ROM”) device, etc.

      The I/O device 940 may be an input device such as a keyboard, a keypad, a touchpad, a touch-screen, a mouse, etc., and an output device such as a
printer, a speaker, etc. In some exemplary embodiments, the display device 960 may be included in the I/O device 940. The power device 950 may provide
a power for operations of the electronic device 900. The display device 960 may communicate with other components via the buses or other
communication links. In such an embodiment, as described above, the display device 960 may include a window panel and a flexible display panel.

      The window panel may include a front area and side areas extending from the front area in a downward direction. The front area of the window panel
may have a rounded vertex or a rounded corner. The front area of the window panel may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. In one
exemplary embodiment, for example, the front area of the window panel may have a rectangular shape or a hexagon shape, a vertex of which is rounded.
The window panel may include a first side area, a second side area, a third side area and a fourth side area, which are extending from edges of the front
area in a rectangular shape, vertexes of which are rounded. The first side area and the second side area may extend from the front area in a horizontal
direction. The third area and the fourth area may extend from the front area in a vertical direction.

      In some exemplary embodiments, the first side area, the second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area may be spaced apart from each
other. In such embodiments, a length of the first side area and a length of the second side area may be shorter than a length of the front area in the vertical
direction. A length of the third side area and a length of the fourth side area may be shorter than a length of the front area in the horizontal direction. The
display device 960 may further include a back-side member that includes protrusion regions combined with the vertex of the front area and flat regions
combined with the first side area, the second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area.

      In alternative exemplary embodiments, the first side area, the second side area, the third side area and the fourth side area may be coupled to one
another. The display device 960 may further include a back-side member that includes flat region combined with the first side area, the second side area,
the third side area, and the fourth side area.

      The flexible display panel may be disposed under the window panel. The flexible display panel may include a flat display area corresponding to the
front area of the window panel and flexible display areas extending from the flat display area. The flat display area may have a rounded vertex or a rounded
corner. The flat display area may have a polygon shape, a vertex of which is rounded. In one exemplary embodiment, for example, the flexible display
panel may have a rectangular shape or a hexagon shape, vertexes of which are rounded. The flexible display regions may be formed, or have a shape,
corresponding to the side areas. The flexible display areas extending form the flat display area may have the rectangular shape. The flexible display panel
may include a first flexible display area, a second flexible display area, a third flexible display area and a fourth flexible display area in an exemplary
embodiment, where the flat display area is formed in the rectangular shape vertexes of which are rounded. The first flexible display area, the second
flexible display area, the third flexible display area and the fourth flexible display area may be spaced apart from each other. In such an embodiment, a
length of the first flexible display area and a length of the second flexible display area may be shorter than a length of the flat display area in the vertical
direction, and a length of the third display area and a length of the fourth display area may be shorter than a length of the flat display area in the horizontal
direction. A plurality of pixels may be disposed in the flat display area and the flexible display areas of the flexible display panel. An image may be
displayed on each of the flat display area and the flexible display areas.

      In an exemplary embodiment, as described above, the display device 960 of the electronic device 900 may not include the bezel by including the
flexible display panel that includes the flexible display areas extending from the flat display area. Thus, the electronic device 900 may be implemented as
various field by including a bezel-less display device 960.

      The invention may be applied to a display device and an electronic device including the display device. Exemplary embodiments of the invention as set
forth herein may be applied to a computer monitor, a laptop, a digital camera, a cellular phone, a smart phone, a smart pad, a television, a personal digital
assistant (“PDA”), a portable multimedia player (“PMP”), a MP3 player, a navigation system, a game console a video phone, for example.

      The foregoing is illustrative of exemplary embodiments and is not to be construed as limiting thereof. Although a few exemplary embodiments have



been described, those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that many modifications are possible in the exemplary embodiments without materially
departing from the novel teachings and advantages of the invention. Accordingly, all such modifications are intended to be included within the scope of the
invention as defined in the claims. Therefore, it is to be understood that the foregoing is illustrative of various exemplary embodiments and is not to be
construed as limited to the specific exemplary embodiments disclosed, and that modifications to the disclosed exemplary embodiments, as well as other
exemplary embodiments, are intended to be included within the scope of the appended claims.
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